The p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75 NTR ) and its activation of the sphingomyelin signaling cascade are essential for mechanical hypersensitivity resulting from locally injected nerve growth factor (NGF). Here the role of the same effectors, and of the TrkA receptor, are evaluated for thermal hyperalgesia from NGF. Sensitivity of rat hind paw plantar skin to thermal stimulation after local sub-cutaneous injection of NGF (500 ng) was measured by the latency for paw withdrawal (PWL) from a radiant heat source. PWL was reduced from baseline values at 0.5-22h by ~40% from that in naïve or vehicle-injected rats, and recovered to pre-injection levels by 48h. Local pre-injection with a p75 NTR blocking antibody did not affect the acute thermal hyperalgesia (0.5-3.5h) but hastened its recovery so that it had reversed to baseline by 22h. In addition, GW4869 (2 mM), an inhibitor of the neutral sphingomyelinase (nSMase) that is an enzyme in the p75 NTR pathway, also failed to prevent thermal hyperalgesia. However, C2-ceramide, an analogue of the ceramide produced by sphingomyelinase, did cause thermal hyperalgesia. Injection of an anti-TrkA antibody known to promote dimerization and activation of that receptor, independent of NGF, also caused thermal hyperalgesia, and prevented the further reduction of PWL from subsequently injected NGF. A nonspecific inhibitor of tropomyosin receptor kinases, K252a, prevented thermal hyperalgesia from NGF, but not that from the anti-TrkA antibody. These findings suggest that the TrkA receptor has a predominant role in thermal hypersensitivity induced by NGF, while p75 NTR and its pathway intermediates serve a modulatory role.
INTRODUCTION
In addition to influencing the development, survival and differentiation of peripheral sensory and sympathetic neurons, Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), induces thermal and mechanical sensitization of these neurons in adult humans (Dyck et al., 1997; Svensson et al., 2003; Rukwied et al., 2010) and decreases both mechanical and thermal nociceptive thresholds in rodent models of pain (Lewin et al., 1993; Woolf et al., 1994; Amann et al., 1995; Woolf 1996; Hathway and Fitzgerald, 2006; Mills et al., 2013) . The initiation and maintenance of nociceptor hypersensitivity as a part of the inflammatory response after tissue injury manifests as acute and chronic pain (see Pezet and McMahon, 2006) . Results of recent clinical trials using NGF-sequestering antibodies attests to the ongoing role of this neurotrophin in chronic pain (Wild et al., 2007; Cattaneo, 2010;  alternately on left and right paws (more than 4 tests were applied in the case of a high variability in the behavioral responses); the first paw tested was assigned randomly. A 20 sec cut-off time was set to avoid overt thermal sensitization from testing per se, and tests of the same paw were separated by 3-4 min intervals. Three to 4 measurements for each intact hind paw, performed on the two days (including the day of the experiment) preceding any injections, were averaged and the mean value taken as the baseline nociceptive PWL. Following any treatment, withdrawal latency measurements were carried out alternately on the NGF (or vehicle)-injected (ipsilateral) paw and the uninjected contralateral, paw.
Injection procedures
All injections were made subcutaneously (s.c.) into the mid-plantar surface of the hind paw, 1 cm distal from the heel using a 30-G needle attached to a 10 µl Hamilton microsyringe (Hamilton Co., Reno, NV, USA). The NGF-injected paw was identified as the Ipsilateral Paw (ILP) and the opposite paw as the Contralateral Paw (CLP). Injections occurred under brief general anesthesia caused by inhalation of the rapidly reversible agent sevoflurane (Abbott Labs, N. Chicago, IL, USA). Recovery of the righting reflex occurred in <30 sec after anesthesia inhalation was discontinued; 5-10 min later "normal" nocifensive responses to paw pinch could be assessed in control animals.
NGF, N-acetyl-D-sphingosine (C2-ceramide), GW4869, K252a or their vehicles, each were injected in 10 µl volumes, and antibodies to p75 NTR or the TrkA receptor were injected in 20 µl volumes. The non-selective myristoylated pseudosubstrate inhibitor of atypical PKCs (mPSI-or "ZIP"; Standaert et al., 1997) , or its inactive scrambled peptide homologue (scrambled ZIP), both at 40 µg/20 µl, were similarly injected, before NGF.
Drugs
NGF-β (rat, recombinant) (Cat No.N-2513, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO, USA), or NGF-β/CF (rat) (R&D Systems, Inc., MN, USA) was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; In Vitrogen) as a stock solution (1000 ng/10 µL) and stored in small aliquots at −80°C. Prior to the injection, NGF stock aliquots were diluted in PBS (pH 7.4) to the noted final concentration of 50 ng/µl, serving to deliver 500 ng per 10 µL injection. C2-ceramide (Cat No.BML-SL 100-005; Enzo Life Sciences, Inc., NY, USA) was dissolved initially to 250 µg/10 ul in pure DMSO, and stored in aliquots at −20 °C, then diluted to 20 µg/10 µl DMSO before the injection. GW4869 (Cat No. D1692; Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in DMSO as a 2 mM stock solution, and aliquots were prepared under a stream of N 2 before freezing, to avoid atmospheric oxidation. A wide spectrum inhibitor of tropomyosin receptor kinases, K252a (Cat No.K1639, Sigma-Aldrich), was dissolved in DMSO as a 2 mM stock solution and used either at that concentration or further diluted in PBS to 200 µM or 20 µM before injection. An inhibitor of atypical PKCs, including PKMζ, mPSI (Cat No. ALX-260-155-M001; Enzo Life Sciences, Inc.), was dissolved in PBS as a 50 µg /10 µl stock solution and then diluted in PBS to its final concentration. All aliquots were stored at −80°C. The IgG antibodies to p75 NTR and TrkA , generously given by Professor L. Reichardt, of UCSF and the Simon Foundation, New York, were kept at +4° C for 2-3 days, at most, before injection. The anti-p75 NTR antibody blocks the extracellular domain of this receptor and prevents agonist binding and receptor activation (Weskamp and Reichardt, 1991) . In contrast, the anti-TrkA antibody blocks the neurotrophin binding site but also activates this receptor, independently of NGF .
Experimental design
For all experiments, rats were allowed to rest quietly in an isolated behavioral testing room for 30 min before any procedures. Within minutes of the rapid onset of anesthesia by sevoflurane, one paw (ILP) was injected with the modulator of a specific enzyme or pathway and was followed by the "standard dose" of NGF: 500 ng. Rats were then returned to their cages, then later removed briefly for thermal testing beginning at 30 min after NGF delivery; when not on the testing apparatus the rats were resting in their cages. To test the effectiveness of the nSMase inhibitor against NGF-induced hyperalgesia, GW4869 (2 mM, 10 µl) or its control vehicle, was injected into the ILP once, 17 min before NGF. To evaluate the role of either NGF receptor in thermal hyper-sensitivity, the p75 NTR blocking antibody or the TrkA blocking antibody was injected in a volume of 20 µl, 4h before NGF, equal to the time for an effect of the anti-p75 NTR antibody in our previous study (Khodorova et al, 2013) . The IgG fraction from naïve rat serum was used as a control for these antibody experiments. The mean value of PWL measured at 3.5h after the antibody injection was taken as a baseline for comparison with thermal responses after NGF injection. In some experiments, capsaicin was injected after the TrkA antibody to show that thermal hyperalgesia produced by a non-TrkA pathway was still possible.
To further establish the role of TrkA signaling, K252a, a selective inhibitor of the tyrosine protein kinase activity of the trk family of oncogenes and neurotrophin receptors (Tapley et al. 1992; Knüsel & Hefti, 1992 , but see Kase et al. 1987) , was injected in a volume of 10 µl at one of three (as indicated in Methods) concentrations, 0.5 h before NGF. To test the role of atypical PKCs (aPKC), including PKMζ, mPSI was injected intra-plantar into the ILP one day prior to NGF. Responses to thermal stimulation measured on D1, 24 h after the inhibitor injection, were taken as the PWL baseline to which NGF's effects were compared.
Analysis
Data are graphed for all time points as medians, 25 th and 75 th percentile values (box plots) and lower and upper 95% Confidence Intervals, shown by the vertical error bars. The mean value is also graphed (filled circle) for comparison with the median value. Data are reported in the Results, although for fewer time points, as "median: lower 95%CI, upper 95% CI", to allow for better clarity in reading the Results. All statistical parameters were calculated by GraphPad InStat version 3.0 (GraphPad Software, CA, USA).
Since the hind paw withdrawal latencies do not always follow a normal distribution, nonparametric statistical analysis was used, as identified in Results. Friedman test followed by Dunn's post hoc test was applied to compare repeated measures of PWL with baseline (BSL) values, measured before any injections. Additionally, the two-tailed Mann-Whitney test was used for comparisons of the PWL responses, at one specified time, of a control group, e.g. NGF + vehicle, with the responses at the same time of a treatment group, e.g., NGF + inhibitor (usually pre-treated). In cases where PWL was tested in the same paw before and after a particular treatment, the before and after values were compared using the paired Wilcoxon rank test. The PWL of the contralateral paw (CLP) is reported for the first three experiments (cf. Figs. 1-3) ; however, since the PWL of the CLP was never significantly affected by NGF, or any of the pre-treatments, it was not analyzed in the later experiments. Precise P values are reported, and P<0.05 is taken as a significant difference.
RESULTS
Intraplantar NGF injection produced an increase in thermal sensitivity of the ipsilateral hind paw (ILP), as measured by a shortening of paw withdrawal latency ( Figure 1A ), repeating previously reported findings (Lewin et al., 1993; Woolf et al., 1994; Amann et al., 1995; . The thermal hypersensitivity was significant within 30 min after the injection of NGF (PWL= 6.9: 5.7,10.0 sec vs BSL,14.9:13.6, 16.7 sec (median:5%, 95% CI); P<0.05), persisted at this increased level through at least 4h (PWL=6.4:5.3, 8.1 sec; P<0.05 vs BSL), and had recovered to baseline, pre-NGF levels by 48h (PWL=13.5:10.6,15.8 sec; P>0.05 vs BSL; all significance calculated from Friedman's test followed by Dunn's post-hoc test, n=6). The rats showed no abnormal behavior after NGF injection, did not lick or bite the injected paw, and had normal ambulation and cage behavior for the day after NGF injection. NGF thus appears to cause hyperalgesia but not nociception per se.
To differentiate the receptor dependence of NGF-induced thermal hyperalgesia, between p75 NTR and TrkA, a blocking antibody to the p75 NTR was injected into the paw 4h before NGF. Acute thermal hyperalgesia followed NGF injection, as in the control animals (0.5h after NGF, PWL=8.0:5.6, 9.0 sec vs BSL,11.2:10.2,12.3 sec; P<0.05, n=8), but the hypersensitivity did not persist as long, instead returning to baseline by 22h after injection ( Figure 1B ; PWL=10.6:9.7,12.3 sec; P>0.05 vs BSL;). In control animals, prior injection of the IgG fraction from naïve rat serum, 4h beforehand, did not alter the NGF response (0.5h after NGF, PWL=7.5:6.3,10.7 sec vs BSL, 14.8:11.8,16.5 sec; P<0.05, n=9), with hyperalgesia persisting through 22h (PWL=7.7:6.7,10.2, P<0.005 vs BSL; all statistical values from Friedman's followed by Dunn's test; Figure 1C) , showing the specificity of the anti-p75 NTR antibody effect. These results demonstrate that although the return to baseline sensitivity was accelerated by the p75 NTR blocking antibody, this treatment did not affect the ability of NGF to significantly lower the PWL. This observation contrasts with the complete prevention of NGF-induced mechanical hypersensitivity by the same dose of anti-p75 NTR antibody, as previously reported (Khodorova et al., 2013) .
The NGF-activated p75 NTR signals intracellularly through neutral sphingomyelinase (nSMase), which generates ceramide (Dobrowsky, et al., 1994) , itself eventually converted to sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P). Therefore, in the next test of p75 NTR 's involvement in thermal hyperalgesia, a selective inhibitor of nSMase, GW4869 (Luberto et al., 2002; Marchesini et al., 2003) was injected before NGF. Neither the acute shortening of paw withdrawal latency at 40-60 min after NGF (vehicle-NGF, normalized PWL=45.5:18.9,53.9% of BSL vs GW-NGF,38.0:23.9,57.4% of BSL; P>0.05 MannWhitney test) nor that at 3-3.5h after NGF (vehicle-NGF, normalized PWL=32.4:25.0,41.7 % of BSL vs GW-NGF, 26.8:18.1,35.8 % of BSL; P>0.05, MannWhitney test) were prevented by GW4869 (n=6, Figure 2 ), at concentrations which we had previously shown to abolish NGF-induced tactile hypersensitivity (Khodorova et al., 2013) . Since GW4869 had no effect at 3.5h, and the inhibition that we previously reported for mechanical hyperalgesia was over by 3.5h (Khodorova et al. (2013) , we did not continue the PWL measurements after this time. (In this analysis the different treatment groups had different baseline withdrawal latencies, so for comparison the individual rat data were normalized to the baseline PWL for those animals in their respective groups, and data are reported as the PWL normalized to BSL.) Significant changes from the CLP were also seen in the ILP at both times after NGF following GW4869 injection; at 1h, (GW-NGF ILP, normalized PWL=37.9:23.9,57.4 % BSL vs CLP, 98.6:79.4,117.0 %BSL; P<0.005 MannWhitney test) and at 3.5 h (GW-NGF ILP, normalized PWL=26.8:18.1,35.8 %BSL vs CLP, 113.5:91.7, 135.8 %BSL;P<0.005 Mann-Whitney test, Figure 2 .) It thus appears that nSMase activity is not required for NGF to induce thermal hyperalgesia.
We next tested the ability of a membrane-permeant derivative of ceramide, C2-ceramide, to induce thermal hyperalgesia. In addition to being an analogue of the endogenous, longer alkyl chain ceramide that is the precursor of S1P, C2-ceramide is known to directly activate TrkA (MacPhee and Barker, 1999) . When injected into the plantar hind paw, this compound shortened PWL acutely as much as NGF did, at 20-40 min after NGF ( Figure 3 ; C2-ceramide, PWL=4.6:2.7,5.4 sec vs BSL, 9.6:8.5,10.7 sec; P<0.01, Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test; n=8) and at 3.5 h after NGF (C2-ceramide, PWL=4.6:3.9,5.8 sec vs BSL, 9.6:8.5,10.7 sec; P<0.01, Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test). This approximate halving of the PWL by C2-ceramide is comparable to NGF's effect (see Figure 1A) . Interestingly, thermal hypersensitivity was still present at 3-3.5h, longer than the elevation of mechanosensitivity caused by this same dose of C2-ceramide (Khodorova et al., 2013) , but both modalities of hypersensitivity had resolved by 22-24h (data not shown).
Along the nSMase triggered pathway, ceramide is converted to sphingosine, which is phosphorylated to S1P, an agonist of several different S1P receptors. Therefore, in light of the activity of the ceramide analogue, we next examined the effects of W146, a selective antagonist of the S1P receptor subtype 1 (S1PR1, Sanna et al., 2006) , which is effectively activated by S1P and known to be involved in NGF-induced increases in electrical excitability (Zhang et al., 2006 a, b) . A single dose of W146, injected into the hind paw 30 min before NGF (Figure 4, n=9) , delayed the development of thermal hyperalgesia (no significant change from baseline PWL at 0.5h after W146-NGF, PWL=13.3:11.8,16.2 sec vs BSL 15.6:15.3,16.3 sec; P>0.05 Friedman's followed by Dunn's test; compare to significant change from baseline at this time with NGF alone, Figure 1A ), and hastened its recovery (at 24h after W146-NGF, PWL=12.6:11.4,14.8 sec vs BSL, 15.6:15.3,16.3 sec; P>0.05, Friedman's followed by Dunn's test; compare to significant change from NGF alone that was still present at this time, Figure 1A ). Our previous work suggested that p75 NTR activation resulted in the downstream involvement of protein kinase M zeta (PKMζ), a member of the atypical PKC (aPKC) family, in both elevated excitability (Zhang et al., 2012) and in mechanical hypersensitivity (Khodorova et al., 2013) . Pre-injections of a pseudosubstrate inhibitor of aPKCs, mPSI, known to prevent the development of mechanohypersensitivity by NGF (Khodorova et al., 2013) , also inhibited the thermal hypersensitivity caused by NGF, limiting the duration to only 0.5-1 h and attenuating the peak drop of PWL by 60% from control, n=9 (at 0.5h after NGF, pre-treated with mPSI, PWL=10.5:9.1,11.2 sec vs BSL after mPSI, 13.7:12.8,14.3 sec; P<0.05, Friedman followed by Dunn's test; Figure 5A ; compare to Figure 1A ). At none of the other times after NGF injection, when pre-treated by mPSI, did PWL drop significantly from baseline ( Figure 5A ). By contrast, injection of a scrambled mPSI peptide (ZIPscr), which is an inactive analog of mPSI (Krotova et al., 2006) , did not reduce the NGF-induced thermal hyperalgesia, n=9 ( Figure 5B); significant deviations from BSL PWL occurred at 0.5-0.7h after NGF (PWL=7.2:5.0,11.9 sec vs BSL after ZIPscr, 15.5:13.8,17.1; P<0.05) and continued through 24h after NGF (PWL=8.7:8.2,9.8 vs BSL after ZIPs, 15.5:13.8,17.1; P<0.005, Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test). Thus, thermal hyperalgesia from NGF also appears to involve an atypical PKC.
Increased thermal nociceptive sensitivity often involves activation of the TRPV1 channel (Caterina 2007) . The same appears to be true for NGF-induced hyperalgesia, since preinjections of the TRPV1 antagonist capsazepine (CPZ), at 10mM, reduced the NGF-induced shortening of PWL for at least 4.5 h, n=10 (at 4.5h after NGF-CPZ,PWL=11.6:9.3,14.0 sec vs after NGF-VEH, 5.8:4.1,7.3 sec; P<0.05, Mann-Whitney test; Figure 6 ). At the lower CPZ concentration of 2mM there was no reduction of NGF's action (at 4.5h, after NGF-CPZ (n=3), PWL=4.2:0.9,9.2 sec vs NGF-VEH (n=6), 5.8:4.1,7.3 sec; P>0.05, Mann-Whitney test). It thus appears that TRPV1 could be one target of PKMζ (or other aPKC) activity, in effecting acute thermal hyperalgesia.
Since blocking the p75 NTR with an agonist-blocking antibody did not prevent acute thermal hyperalgesia, yet activating or inhibiting certain p75 NTR -coupled steps caused or modified this hyperalgesia, the next test was to manipulate the other NGF receptor, TrkA. As a first step, we injected K252a, a general inhibitor of tropomyosin receptor kinase activity (Tapley et al. 1992; Knüsel & Hefti, 1992) Pre-injection into the hind paw of K252a, at 2 mM, prevented the acute shortening of PWL following NGF (at 0.5h after NGF-K252a, PWL=16:12.6,18.4 sec vs BSL 14.8:13.9,15.4 sec; P>0.05, and at 4h after NGF-K252a, PWL=12.9:11.1,14.8 sec vs BSL 14.8:13.9,15.4 sec; P>0.05, n=5, Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test; Figure 7A ). At 0.2 mM K252a, the maximum reduction in PWL was delayed until 4h after NGF (compared to the 1h time of maximum effect in controls, see Figure 1A ), and the maximum per cent change was less than that from NGF alone, n=7 (NGF-K252a, normalized PWL=33.1:18.9,36.6% of BSL vs NGF-VEH, 45.5:18.9, 53.9 % of BSL (these control data from Figure 2) ; P<0.05, Mann-Whitney test, Figure 7B ). At 0.02 mM, K252a had no effect on the NGF-induced thermal hyperalgesia (data not shown).
To further determine the role of TrkA in mediating the thermal hypersensitivity, we injected an antibody known to directly activate this receptor . Consistent with a TrkA activation mechanism, the antibody by itself caused a shortening of PWL (3.5h after Ab, PWL=7.9:6.0,9.1 sec vs BSL, 13.5:11.7,14.2; P<0.01, paired Wilcoxon test; Figure 8A ). Subsequent injection of NGF caused no further reduction of PWL (at 0.5h after NGF, PWL=4.6:4.0,8.9 sec vs 3.5h after Ab, 7.9:6.0,9.1 sec; P>0.05, Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test), in agreement with the known ability of this activating antibody to block the neurotrophin binding site . This decrease in PWL was not a non-specific effect of the antibody molecule, since the IgG fraction of serum from a naïve rat did not change the PWL (3.5h after IgG, PWL=14.0:13.1,16.0 sec vs BSL 14.6:13.3,15.4 sec; P>0.05, Friedman's followed by Dunn's test), and did not affect NGF's ability to induce thermal hyperalgesia (1h after NGFIgG, PWL=6.0:4.2, 9.7 sec vs BSL after IgG,14.0: 13.1,16.0 sec; P<0.01, Friedman's followed by Dunn's test; Figure 8B ).
The anti-TrkA antibody-induced receptor activation does not require trans-phosphorylation of the intracellular receptor domains and, in keeping with this action, pre-injection of K252a, that would block this phosphorylation step, had no effect on the TrkA antibody-induced hyperalgesia (see Figure 8C) , unlike its profound inhibition of NGFinduced hyperalgesia ( Figure 7A ).
That the lack of effect of NGF in this circumstance was not due to a functional lower limit in the PWL (after the antibody-induced latency shortening) is proven by the further, brief reduction of PWL caused by capsaicin injection 4 h later into the anti-TrkA antibodyinjected paw (at 30-45 min after capsaicin, PWL= 7.0:5.1,8.5 sec vs 4h after Ab, just before capsaicin, PWL=8.4:7.4, 10.8 sec; P<0.05 paired Wilcoxon test; Figure 8D ). Interestingly, the PWL recovers to its baseline, pre-Ab level by 24h after capsaicin (PWL=13.8:10.8,18.9 sec vs BSL 18.0:16.2,19.8 sec; P>0.05 Friedman's test followed by Dunn's test), whereas in all other conditions tested here (Figs 8A-C), thermal hyperalgesia from the anti-TrkA antibody persisted for at least 24h.
DISCUSSION
These experiments show that the thermal hyperalgesia occurring within the first 24 h after local, subcutaneously injected NGF depends on activation of the TrkA receptor. Activation of this receptor by NGF involves reciprocal cross-phosphorylation of the dimeric sub-unit monomers (Huang and Reichardt, 2003) . Inhibition of the intracellular kinase activity of the receptor prevents its activation and, as shown here, the thermal hyperalgesia from NGF. Receptor activation by a highly specific IgG antibody, that does not require receptor homodimer cross-phosphorylation, also results in an acute, local thermal hyperalgesia which is unaffected by the kinase inhibitor and unresponsive to subsequent exposure to NGF, consistent with the blockade of neurotrophin binding by this antibody.
By comparison, blockade of the other receptor for NGF, p75 NTR , by a different antibody that is known to fully prevent NGF-dependent electrical hyperexcitability in isolated sensory neurons (Zhang and Nicol 2004 ) and mechano-hyperalgesia in vivo (Khodorova et al., 2013) , has no effect on the magnitude of the acute thermal hypersensitivity after NGF injection. That same antibody, however, does accelerate the recovery of thermal hyperalgesia such that paw withdrawal latency is restored to baseline by ~24h after NGF, not 48h as in naïve animals or with an inactive IgG control. Inhibition of the nSMase enzyme, which is critical for p75 NTR -coupled mechano-hypersensitivity in vivo (Khodorova et al., 2013) and for NGF-elevated electrical excitability in isolated sensory neurons (Zhang et al., 2006a) , has no effect on thermal hypersensitivity. However, local delivery of C2-ceramide, an analogue of the ceramide that is a product of nSMase activity, by itself causes thermal hyperalgesia (but see below), and inhibition of the S1P receptor S1PR1, an element of the nSMase pathway downstream from ceramide, delays the development of thermal hyperalgesia from NGF.
These findings are summarized in the pathway diagram of Figure 9 , which shows the predominant intermediates determined experimentally for mediating NGF's effects on mechanical sensitivity and on thermal sensitivity. The chemical agents used in this and our previous study are shown in boxes aligned vertically in a central column, and identified as having potentiating or inhibiting effects on the behavioral endpoints. Agents are aligned horizontally with their putative target enzymes or receptors, or, in the case of C2-ceramide, with the locus in the NSMase pathway where ceramide would occur. Although we conducted no experiments to test the role of PI3Kinase (PI3K) in the peripheral actions of NGF, its ubiquitous involvement in other cells and systems (see below) suggests that it also will participate in the processes that eventually activate the kinases aPKC (PKMζ ?) and PKCε, that phosphorylate channels and receptors which modulate cellular sensitivities.
Altogether, our findings identify the TrkA receptor as the predominant receptor driving NGF-induced acute thermal hyperalgesia. However, there is indirect evidence for an involvement of downstream components generated by the p75 NTR pathway in the thermal hyperalgesia measured 24h after NGF, implying that different mechanisms may be involved in the acute and the more prolonged actions of NGF in maintaining thermal hyperalgesia. Whether these different mechanisms are present in the same population of peripheral NGFactivated nociceptors, as in PC12 cells where such receptor interactions have been documented (Negrini et al., 2013) , or in different sensory neurons that might be indirectly affected by s.c. NGF (McMahon et al., 1994) , or in local peripheral inflammatory cells that are activated by NGF and release neuro-sensitizing substances (Finley et al., 2013; Shutov et al., 2016) , or are accounted for by slowly developing changes in the spinal cord and brain after NGF, cannot be determined from these behavioral experiments alone.
Previous reports show that thermal and mechanical hypersensitivities resulting from NGF differ from each other, both in time course -mechanical hypersensitivity lasting much longer (Mills et al., 2013) -and in central MAPKinase involvement (Ostubo et al., 2012) In an earlier paper we detailed the receptor and pathway intermediates involved in mechanosensitization by NGF, when injected as in the present study (Khodorova et al., 2013) . The initial steps in signaling for this sensory modality differ completely from those for thermal hyperalgesia, mechano-sensitization requiring neurotrophin binding to the p75 NTR and activation of nSMase, neither of which is involved in the thermal response. However, elements that occur further downstream may be common to these two modalities. Specifically, C2-ceramide, S1P, and an aPKC are implicated in both mechano-and thermal hypersensitivity by behavioral pharmacological experiments. The first of these, C2-ceramide, may mimic the actions of the endogenous ceramide that is cleaved from sphingomyelin by nSMase activity and that produces hyperexcitability in isolated sensory neurons (Zhang et al., 2002 (Zhang et al., , 2006b ) and thermal and mechanical hypersensitivity when injected in vivo (Joseph and Levine, 2004; Doyle et al., 2011a) . Although the C2 conjugate of ceramide has been less effective than its longer chain, naturally occurring homologues in some systems (Hashizume et al., 1998; Simon and Gear 1998; Takeda et al.; 2006) , its Khodorova et al. Page 10 Neuroscience. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 06.
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Author Manuscript actions on sensory neurons in vitro and in causing nociception in vivo are very much in keeping with its simulation of endogenously produced ceramides (Zhang et al., 2002 (Zhang et al., , 2006b Doyle et al., 2011a; Joseph and Levine, 2004) . C2-Ceramide could thusly simulate p75 NTR activation. Along these same lines, interestingly, C2-ceramide can activate TrkA via phosphorylation of receptor tyrosines and thus stimulate that receptor's signaling pathway (MacPhee and Barker 1999) . In the present study, however, we did not examine this possible pathway.
Sphingosine 1-phosphate appears to participate in both acute and chronic pain states. Intraplantar injection of S1P itself causes acute hyperalgesia (Doyle et al, 2011b) , apparently through activation of the S1PR 1 receptor isoform (Mair et al., 2011) and S1P also mediates, via a GPCR (Zhang et al., 2006a) , the acute hyperexcitability of isolated sensory neurons caused by NGF (Zhang et al., 2006b ). This latter effect involves S1PR 1 and S1PR 3 , receptors also implicated both in neurite extension caused by NGF exposure in vitro (Toman et al., 2004) and in chronic neuropathic pain from chemotherapeutics (Janes et al., 2014 ; also see Patti et al., 2012) . Initial hydrolysis by sphingomyelinases of sphingomyelin(s), a phospholipid found in many neuronal plasma membranes (Strichartz, 1977) , produces ceramide(s) which is subsequently converted to sphingosine, and then to S1P by the enzyme sphingosine kinase (SphK). Whereas p75 NTR activation is positively coupled to nSMase, leading to increased ceramide (substrate) production, SphK enzyme activity is enhanced by TrkA activation (Edsall et al., 1997) , so that overall S1P production could be elevated by two effects through the two types of NGF receptor. Furthermore, receptors for S1P are translocated to the plasma membrane and there activated by SphK activity per se (Toman et al., 2004) , Therefore, our observation of inhibition of NGF-induced thermal hyperalgesia by a stereo-selective antagonist of S1PR cannot be interpreted as evidence for the sole involvement of TrkA in this hypersensitivity.
Indeed, there is ample evidence that TrkA and p75 NTR exist in the same neurons and interact with one another. Studies show co-localization of TrkA and p75 NTR immuno-reactivity in various regions of the brain and in spinal cord (Sobreviela et al., 1994) , and in sensory neuron cell bodies in the dorsal root ganglion (Wright and Snider, 1995; Averill et al., 1995; Karchewski et al., 1999) . The affinity of NGF for TrkA is increased in the presence of p75 NTR (Barker and Shooter, 1994; Hempstead et al., 1991) , at least in part due to a faster association rate (Mahadeo et al., 1994) , implying that the approach to the neurotrophin binding site is altered when the two receptors interact. The high affinity of TrkA for NGF that occurs when p75 NTR is co-expressed does not require that the ligand bind to the latter receptor (Huang and Reichardt, 2003) . Although naturally occurring proteolytic activity produces fragments of p75 NTR that increase TrkA activity (Matusica et al., 2013) , ostensibly through direct, steric interactions (Skeldal et al., 2011 ), Wehrman et al. (2007 have concluded from a structural analysis that TrkA and p75 NTR do not directly interact but rather are coupled by the convergence of downstream signaling cascades. Many such conflicting reports leave unsolved the mechanisms of the interaction between the two NGF receptors.
The nature of effects of p75 NTR on the physiological actions of TrkA vary among different systems (Huang and Reichardt, 2003; Reichardt, 2006) . Whether this variation follows from interactions at a distance through different signaling pathways, or from differences in their direct interactions due to structural motif differences in different cells, is difficult to know (Mendell, 2002) . In an extensive review of the neurotrophin signaling literature, Segal (2003) documented that variations of the specific agonists as well as the rate at which these were presented to the receptor and the receptors' actual location and stoichiometry (cf. Masoudi et al., 2009 ) would all determine the signaling pathway for neurotrophin receptors. Thus, the rapid increases of excitability of isolated sensory neurons responding to acutely applied NGF could arise from different pathways than the hypersensitivity due to slower changes in the systemic presence of NGF, e.g., from slow release of endogenous peptide or ligand neutralization by exogenous antibodies or fusion proteins (Koltzenburg et al., 1999; Wild et al., 2007) . In the present and our previous study (Khodorova et al., 2013) , the acute changes in behavioral responses were documented from 0.5 to 3-4 hours after NGF delivery and had pharmacological sensitivities paralleling those of the responses of isolated sensory neurons (Zhang et al., 2002 (Zhang et al., , 2006a . However, longer term changes in thermal sensitivity, which we, like Mills et al. (2013) , detected up to 24 h (and in mechano-sensitivity, which Mills et al. (2013) recorded up to 2 weeks after 3 or 5 µg NGF) , might well recruit different, slower mechanisms, including transcriptional and translational steps controlling protein expression.
In the current paper we also identified two downstream effectors for thermal hyperalgesia, an atypical PKC and the transient receptor TRPV1. Atypical PKCs have been hypothesized to be critical for certain forms of memory encoded in the CNS, and the isoform PKMζ has been specifically involved in hippocampal long-term potentiation (Sacktor et al., 1993; Sacktor 2011) . This same enzyme is essential for the excitability increased by NGF in isolated sensory neurons (Zhang et al., 2012) , and the mechanical hypersensitivity caused by intraplantar NGF (Khodorova et al, 2013) as well as experimental neuropathic pain (King et al. 2012; Laferrier et al., 2011; Marchand et al., 2011; but cf. Price and Ghosh, 2013) . Both NGF-induced sensory neuron excitability changes and heightened mechano-sensitivity are mediated by the p75 NTR , so it is noteworthy that an aPKC (possibly PKMζ) is also essential for thermal hyperalgesia from NGF.
Both distal and central terminals of nociceptive neurons might be altered by peripheral NGF, respectively, through the acute hyper-responsiveness at the periphery and the slow transport of a TrkA-NGF complex to the DRG (Grimes et al., 1996) , where changes in receptor synthesis and excitability also occur (Marlin and Li, 2015) , as well as by regulation of neuropeptides that enhance pain perception and are secreted at both ends of the neuron (Skoff and Adler, 2006) . The combined evidence suggests that PKMζ activity in both the periphery and the spinal cord contributes to thermal and mechanical hyperalgesia, although the pathways for activation may differ between these two modalities (Ostubo et al., 2012) , and between peripheral and central loci (see Lewin et al., 1994) .
The other downstream effector, TRPV1, is also common to mechanical and thermal hypersensitivities (this paper; Mills et al., 2013) . Small diameter sensory neurons, that express TRPV1 (Winter et al., 1995; Petruska et al., 2002) , respond to capsaicin exposure with an inward current that is acutely enhanced after treatment with NGF Mendell, 1999, 2001) . Such enhancement may result from biochemical modifications of existing TRPV1 molecules in the plasma membrane (Mohapatra et al., 2003; Bonnington and McNaughton, 2003) as well as from the insertion of new receptors into the membrane from cytoplasmic stores (Ji et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2005) . NGF's modification of TRPV1 is mediated by the pathway intermediate enzyme PI3Kinase (Bonnington and McNaughton, 2003; Zhuang et al., 2004) , which is also involved in the electrical excitability increase (Zhang et al., 2012) and the activation of ERK (Zhuang et al., 2004) in isolated sensory neurons, and which phosphorylates phosphatidylinositols that are known to bind to and modify the gating of TRPV1 (Zhu and Oxford, 2007; Ufret-Vicente et al., 2015) . This action may be part of a phospholipid signaling system that is a critical local regulator of thermal nociception and hyperalgesia, and of a global pain systems network (Neely et al., 2012) . Modulation of TRPV1 might be one of several endpoint physiological changes, including changes in voltage-gated ion channels (Zhang et al., 2002) , that enhance nociceptor excitability, increase peripheral nociceptor activity, and drive the elevation of signaling that underlies the heightened pain responses after disease or injury, at least some of which involve the acute, and possibly sustained, responses to NGF.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, NGF appears to increase the sensitivity of rat skin to thermal and to mechanical sensitivity by separate and linked pathways, respectively triggered by its binding to TrkA and to p75 NTR . The initial downstream pathways of these receptors are separate and noninteracting, but further along there are several possibilities for pathway cross-talk. These interactions are modulatory rather than direct, for example, p75 NTR alters the duration of thermal hypersensitivity although blocking that receptor does not prevent thermal hyperalgesia. The ability of exogenous C2-ceramide to effect both modes of hypersensitivity could result from that compound's promiscuous binding and range of activities, unlike selective actions of longer-chain, naturally occurring ceramides, or to its ability to spread to different biochemical pathway "compartments" which would normally be segregated such that soluble ceramides could not pass between them. Near the effector terminae of the pathways, atypical PKCs are essential for the increased sensitivity to heat and to touch. Data on cellular excitability and from other pain studies in vivo suggest that this enzyme is PKMζ, although from the present experiments other aPKCs cannot be ruled out. At the level of cellular responsiveness, both the thermo-sensitive TRPV1 receptor and voltage-gated Na + and K + channels in the neuron's plasma membrane are probably altered by NGF, but whether both of these changes are mediated by PKMζ or are separately modified by different PKCs ( King et al., 2012; Gallegos and Newton, 2008 ) remains a question. A cell-permeant, non-competitive inhibitor of nSmase, GW4869, failed to prevent thermal hyperalgesia induced by NGF; n=6. ## P<0.005 vs the CLP (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test).
The PWLs shown here have been normalized to the baseline values of the respective groups because these baseline values differed significantly, so the data are shown as "% baseline" rather than absolute latency times. Khodorova et al. Page 24 Neuroscience. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 06. Thermal hyperalgesia induced by local C2-ceramide. C2-ceramide (20 µg/10 µl) injected s.c. into rat plantar hind paw caused an acute drop in normalized PWL that lasted at least 3.5h (n=8 Local pre-treatment with myristoylated pseudosubstrate inhibitor (mPSI) of atypical PKCs decreased the thermal hyperalgesia from NGF. The inhibitor was injected s.c. into the plantar hind paw 24 h before the intraplantar injection of NGF (500 ng/10 µl). (A) mPSI (40 µg/20µl) alone did not change the plantar hind paw thermal responsiveness, when tested at 24h after injection into naïve rats (BSL mPSI), but attenuated NGF-induced peak drop of paw withdrawal latency, measured at 0.5 h, and limited the duration of thermal hyperalgesia to only 1 h (n=9). *P<0.05 vs. baseline after mPSI at 22-23 h, ILP (Friedman's test followed Khodorova et al. Page 27 Neuroscience. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 06. The TRPV1 inhibitor, capsazepine reduced NGF-induced acute thermal hyperalgesia. Capsazepine (10 mM, dose 100 nmol/ paw), injected 20 min before NGF (500 ng/10µl) reduced PWL shortening at 0.5 -4.5 h (n=10). No such effect was found for a lower dose of CPZ (20 nmol/ paw, n=3). In controls, vehicle for CPZ (DMSO, 10 µl/paw) was injected prior to NGF (n=6). *P<0.05, **P<0.01 vs. baseline (Friedman test for the 5 times of the same day, followed by the Dunn's post hoc test); ^P<0.05, ^^P<0.005 vs. controls at 1.5h and 4.5h (two-tailed Mann-Whitney test). Khodorova et al. Page 29 Neuroscience. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 06. Inhibition of NGF-induced thermal hyperalgesia by K252a, a general inhibitor of tropomyosin receptor kinases. K252a (10 µl) was injected 0.5 h before NGF (500ng/10µl). Schematic showing the putative intracellular signaling pathways downstream of neurotrophin receptors, p75NTR and TrkA, which lead to mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia from NGF in rat plantar hind paw, and a summary of the anti-hyperalgesic effects of the treatments used in the study. The steps that were tested experimentally are shown by solid arrows, those that are speculative shown by broken arrows. See text for details. Khodorova et al. Page 32 Neuroscience. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 January 06.
